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There are 4 (four) questions, Question number 1 is compulsory. Answer any 2 (two) from the rest.
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Differentiate between a centralized educat i')rl svstem and a decentrali led
education s\:stem
Define currIculum alignment and discuss the elements that need to be aligned from
the perspectives of students, teachers, and administrators.
"Effective adaptation and implementation of curriculum requires pedagogical

content knowledge rpC K) possessed by teachers '’. Justify this statement

(5+10+10)
(COI)
(PC)2)

Explain the concept of a teacher's curriculum and discuss the significance of
understanding learning theories for effective curriculum implementation in
classrooms

Compare and contrast classical conditionIng and oper ant conditioning within the
Behavioral theory of learning.
Select a behavior from the affective domain of learning that you would like to

increase or decrease in your class. Explain the theory you would apply to alter this
behavior

(7+8+10)
(CC)2)
(P02)

Differentiate between the behavioral view and the cognitive view of learning.
What is meant by retrieval in the information processing model? Describe the
three theories that may explain the retrieval fatlllre .
Utilizing the irlformation processing model , explain how understanding cognitive

processes can influence the development of an effective curriculum. Provide
specific examples of how curriculum design can be adapted based on cognitive
theories.

(5+10+10)
(C02)
(P02)

What do you understand by met acognit ion" Explain with examples.

Describe strategjes \ou would employ to enhance students' attention in the
classroom. providing examples for each strateg}

DefIne cognitive overload and outline strategies to mitigate cognitive overload for
students .

(5+10+10)
(C02)
(P02)
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